


Components:

2 - 32” long “J” shaped rods with foam pad bumpers  A   

2 - 16” long “J” shaped rods with foam pad bumpers  B 

4 - rubber “O” rings   C

1 - mesh panel with hook & loop channels  D

2 - 29“ long straps with buckles  E    

2 - 46“ long straps with buckles   F    
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CargoStash™ Storage Shelf     HR-5628
Assembly & Installation

Adding “O” rings to “J” rods

1.  Using 1 - “J” rod   A   and 1 “O” ring  C

2. Position the “O” ring approximately 1.5” from 
the foam on the corner end of “J” rod (figure 1)

3. Repeat on second “J” rod  A

4. Using 1 - “J” rod  B   and 1 “O” ring   C

5. Position the “O” ring approximately 1.5” from 
the corner of the shortest end of the “J” rod with 
the hole in it (figure 2) 



Attaching the straps to the frame

1. With the mesh frame facing you, place one of the 
short straps  E   in between mesh and “O” ring on the back 
left end of the frame   (figure 7)

2. Repeat with the 2nd   E   strap on the back right end 
of the frame  (figure 8)

3. Next take one of the long straps   F   and thread it between
the mesh and “O” ring on the front left end of the frame.
(figure 9)

4. Repeat with the 2nd  F  strap on the front right end of 
the frame  (figure 10)
 

Assembling the frame:

1. Using “J” rod  A  , press the spring-lock button down, 
and insert into curved end of “J” rod   B  until the lock clicks
(figure 3)

2) Repeat with the remaining “J” rods to form a rectangle
(figure 4)

3. Lightly pull on the 4 frame joints to insure rods are secure
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Caution:

Do not use this product if it is torn or 
damaged

Do not overload - maximum weight 
allowance is 20 pounds

Installing the CargoStash™ Storage Shelf

Note: This works best with 2 people

Now that your frame shelf has been assembled it’s time to install it on the back of the seat

1. With one person on each side of the car, place the Cargo Storage Shelf
next to the back of the seats with the shortest straps closest to the seat.

2. Wrap straps   E  around the inside post of the left and right headrest 
and buckle to secure.

3.  Take straps   F  and wrap around either the inside post or the exterior
post of your left and right headrest depending on your preference.  Either way works.

4. Adjust all straps to desired height and level

Care instructions

Wipe mesh clean with mild soap and warm water

Assembling the shelf:

1. Lay the mesh panel   D  on a flat surface with the hook & loop
side channels open and facing up (figure 5)

2. Place the metal frame on the mesh panel so that the foam
pads are centered within the mesh panel channels

3. Wrap the mesh channels around the foam pads and 
secure the hook & loop closures (figure 6), adjust as needed 


